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#WHODUNNIT

Anna swam out, gripped the edge of a pool, took a gulp of hot Mexican air and looked at the distant peaks of 
the smoking Popocatépetl and Iztaccíhuatl, sleeping forever. A refined waiter handed her a orange-gold drink 
that looked like a tropical sunrise locked in a frosted glass. She heard the quick clap of bare feet behind her 
and suddenly she was covered by a wave of water stirred up by Bridget, who had jumped into the pool. “This 
is what life should be about!” They sighed blissfully and moved to the deck-chairs hidden under canopies 
made of snow-white canvas.

They smelled the aromatic smell of an expensive cigar. Pablo, the mustachioed saviour, joined them. When 
the women decided to take his advice and sell the Translators’ Stone, it turned out that he was not only a 
charming man but also a very welcoming host. He ordered his men to escort the mysterious Brits to an 
unknown destination, he chased away the mercenaries and invited the teachers to his hacienda. “You made 
the right decision,” he said, praising the teachers. “See, almost all current communication depends on capital 
- donours, publishers, advertisers, sponsors and dozens of other who can easily reach a carefully targeted 
and chosen readership with their tailored message. Who did you sell the Stone to?”

Anna and Bridget winked at each other knowingly. They appreciated Pablo's business flair, but secretly alrea-
dy had a precise plan of action for selling the Stone. The previous evening, they paid a visit an old Mexican 
woman who was known for her magic skills, and who was able to change the area of the Stone's activities. 
“Donna Frida por favor... no translations, just tests .... solamente las pruebas!” - Bridget tried her Spanish. 
They asked Donna Frida to put a spell on the Stone, so that instead of translating, it would quickly check all 
language tests. After making a few successful trial runs, Anna announced with delight that the Stone 
flawlessly checked tests even with Old English phonetics. 

Bridget took out her smartphone and while sipping on her cocktail, called the school headmaster: “John, we 
have had a total revelation! Ann and I are setting up a platform, it will be called Rolling Stone. Initially just for 
language teachers in our school but eventually it may be used by all teachers in the world! It's a complete 
breakthrough!” John sighed and replied, “I knew you and Anna were up to something again. Come back, I 
can't wait to see you both again!”

Pablo laughed and clapped his hands. At his call, a trio of Mexican guitarists appeared and began to play a 
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